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1 Introduction1

For decades, computational scientists have highlighted the importance of publishing the software2

pipelines associated with a given research publication. In 1995, Buckheit and Donoho [6] summarized3

the work of Claerbout and Karrenbach [9] by arguing,4

An article about computational science in a scientific publication is not the scholar-5

ship itself, it is merely advertising of the scholarship. The actual scholarship is the6

complete software development environment and the complete set of instructions7

which generated the figures.8

The adoption of open-source tools to write machine learning pipelines, often in Python [66], has9

provided researchers with access to an author’s experiments or allowed them to replicate a study10

by reimplementing an algorithm. Open-source libraries popular in machine learning experiments11

include Jupyter Notebooks [27], NumPy [65], CodaLab [30], TensorFlow [2], PyTorch [39]. To12

share these experiments, researchers use platforms such as OpenML [67], Papers with Code [61],13

Code Ocean, Inc. [12], RunMyCode [57], Colaboratory [21], and GitHub, Inc. [20]. These platforms14

have all developed rich communities of researchers dedicated to open science, though many of the15

deployments are closed-source or run by a single company or project.16

Binder [17, 44, 48, 16, 40] is an open-source project that lets users share interactive, reproducible17

science. Binder’s goal is to allow researchers to create interactive versions of their code utilizing18

pre-existing workflows and minimal additional effort. It uses standard configuration files in software19

engineering to let researchers create interactive versions of code they have hosted on commonly-used20

platforms like GitHub.21

Binder’s underlying technology, BinderHub, is entirely open-source and utilizes entirely open-source22

tools. By leveraging tools such as Kubernetes [10] and Docker [14], it manages the technical23

complexity around creating containers to capture a repository and its dependencies, generating user24

sessions, and providing public URLs to share the built images with others. BinderHub combines25

two open-source projects within the Jupyter ecosystem: repo2docker [45, 15] and JupyterHub [42].26

repo2docker builds the Docker image of the git repository specified by the user, installs dependencies,27

and provides various front-ends to explore the image. JupyterHub then spawns and serves instances28

of these built images using Kubernetes to scale as needed (Figure 1b). Because each of these pieces29

is open-source and uses popular tools in cloud orchestration, BinderHub can be deployed on a variety30

of cloud platforms, or even on your own hardware.31

One example of a BinderHub deployment is at mybinder.org [41], a free public service that the32

BinderHub team maintains. Over 3,000 public repositories have been built using mybinder.org,33

covering topics such as LIGO’s gravational waves [31], textbooks on Kalman Filters [28], and34

open-source libraries such as PyMC3 [50]. As of September 2018, mybinder.org serves an average of35

8,000 users per day and has served as many as 22,000 a given day. For NIPS 2018, we plan to share a36

Binder deployment that would feature machine learning research repositories from the open-source37

community.38
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2 Leveraging Common Practices in Scientific Computing39

Binder provides scalable, open-source, interactive computing in a language- and platform-agnostic40

manner. Many researchers don’t share Dockerfiles in git repos [37], so it can be difficult to fully41

describe and replicate the environment used for a machine learning experiment. As a result, many42

researchers struggle to find the correct configuration of dependencies used by the author, resulting43

in dependency hell [3]. Using mybinder.org, they can build and share images of their existing44

repos by following best practices in computational science (such as specifying dependencies in a45

requirements.txt file). To build a Docker image, Binder simply requires configuration files typical46

in Python, R [18], and Julia [5] programming that are hosted on online platforms such as GitHub,47

GitLab, or Bitbucket. Its underlying tool, repo2docker, is inspired by Heroku buildpacks [23] and48

tailored to software conventions used in scientific computing. These configuration files include49

Python’s setup.py conda’s environment.yml, pip’s requirements.txt, and Julia’s REQUIRE.50

Binder also accepts start and postBuild scripts that allows the author of a repository to run51

additional software at runtime or following the building of a Docker image. The binder-examples52

organization on GitHub provides simple repository examples of how one can use these configuration53

files to build Docker images [46, 48]. While the majority of repositories shared with mybinder.org are54

written in Python, R, or Julia, members of the open-source community have also shared repositories55

written in Go [63, 69], C++ [62, 8, 51, 13] and Haskell [24, 19].56

Because BinderHub is open-source, a Binder service can be deployed on any system that supports57

Kubernetes. We provide an online tutorial, Zero to BinderHub [47], to teach anyone how to deploy58

their own BinderHub on their own server. We also provide Helm Charts [11] to manage the config-59

uration of Binder’s Kubernetes cluster [10]. The tutorials can be completed in a manner of hours60

on major cloud providers, and have been deployed by several institutions. The Binder team has a61

curated list of public BinderHub deployments [49] which includes the Leibniz Institute for the Social62

Sciences [29] and Pangeo Contributors [38].63

3 Interacting with Research Software64

In our demonstration, we will showcase a deployment of BinderHub and feature research repositories65

from the machine learning community. Users of mybinder.org can easily build images by entering66

the URL of a GitHub, GitLab, or other git repository (Figure 1a). We hope to give attendees the67

opportunity to build images of their desired repositories and interact with them on Binder. Once a68

repository is built on Binder, no additional installation is necessary to run the repository’s code on69

our server. Anyone can access a built image with simply the mybinder.org URL to the image. While70

we plan to bring a laptop and monitor for our demonstration, anyone can access mybinder.org for free71

at any time. We will also share public metrics on our mybinder.org deployment such as our Grafana72

dashboard [1] and our public cost calculator [26] provide additional transparency on how Binder73

works.74

We also will feature machine learning publications from GitHub with reproducible examples by75

building them on Binder to share with the NIPS community. These research repositories can be76

explored with JupyterLab [43] and Jupyter Notebook so that attendees can run code in the built image77

and query models. We demonstrate how one can query the pre-trained model from Mascharka et al.78

[35] in Figure 2a. Because Binder provides an interactive environment, attendees can also modify79

the code presented in the repository to alter the experiments of the authors. In Figure 2b, we modify80

an experiment from Ross et al. [56]. Our public deployment, mybinder.org, currently features built81

images by the authors Mascharka et al. [35], Ross et al. [56], and Lundberg and Lee [33]. We also82

have re-implementations of Vaswani et al. [68] by Rush [58] and Rajpurkar et al. [53] by Zech [70].83

We would like to demonstrate how Binder can be used to evaluate, reproduce, and extend research84

[16] based on a research paper’s repository. We hope that by sharing publications on Binder and85

providing attendees the opportunity to interact with the repositories, researchers will deploy their86

own Binder to share their research.87

4 Emphasizing Reproducible Science88

We believe that tools such as Binder can be used to help solve problems in creating reproducible89

science. Baker [4] surveyed 1,500 scientists and found that over 70% had reported a failed attempt to90
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(a) The BinderHub user interface, which allows users
to input a link to a public git repository.

(b) The BinderHub architecture for interactive ses-
sions.

Figure 1: BinderHub’s UI and architecture. The user enters a URL to a public git repository, which
Binder will use to build a Docker image. Binder provides a URL to the image so that they may run an
interactive session that runs the repository’s code. The Kubernetes deployment (light green) manages
the pods (dark green) that make up BinderHub. Interactive user pods (blue squares) are spawned and
managed by JupyterHub.

(a) Exploring predictions from Mascharka et al. [35] (b) Extending experiments in Ross et al. [56]

Figure 2: Because Binder includes all software with dependencies pre-installed, we can use Binder to
examine the experimental pipeline of a paper with tools such as JupyterLab. In Figure 2a, we run
the authors’ notebook on the left and query the pre-trained model provided by the authors to test
its predictions using the console on the right. In Figure 2b, we have modified the Python file of a
toy-color experiment on the right to include the color yellow, which is shown in the notebook on the
left.

reproduce a colleague’s work and over half had failed to reproduce their own work. Developments91

in machine learning ablation studies, which externally compare algorithmic methods for a given92

task, suggests that researchers are growing concerned with their ability to reproduce work in the93

field [25, 68, 36, 22, 34, 64, 55]. Researchers also have shown how machine learning systems have94

difficulty safely generalizing in real-world deployments [72, 60, 7, 54, 71]. Providing interactive,95

working research pipelines to the public for examination helps researchers inspect the methods96

applied by authors and independently evaluate performance on the and data models provided. They97

can also modify the experimental pipeline’s code or obtain predictions on new data. While tools to98

share research software cannot address all concerns within the machine learning community regarding99

the state of scholarship today [32, 59], we hope easy access to experiments can help researchers in100

“understanding and explaining phenomena” within machine learning systems [52].101
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